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About eBaoTech

eBaoTech-Collaborus started out with manual 
testing. Subsequently, the company started 
looking for a tool which could solve all its 
automation needs especially the PDF 
comparison, quick regression execution on 
multiple browsers. The company also wanted an 
easy to implement and understand framework 
with reusability and adaptability in a high paced 
environment. eBaoTech-Collaborus analysed 
and did Proof of Concept (POC) on multiple 
automation tools and IP products from IT 
vendors. The company found that these tools 
were not ful�lling all their needs plus they were 
expensive and tough to gain mastery on.  

eBaoTech’s mission is to “make insurance easy”. With 
more than 150 installations in more than 30 countries, 
eBaoTech is one of the global leaders in insurance 
technology. From its inception in 2000, eBaoTech has 
been an innovation leader at the intersection of 
insurance and internet. eBaoTech o�ers world leading 
insurance software solutions for both life and general 
insurances. eBaoTech’s hallmark is “Rapid Customer 
Success” (RCS), with a strong focus on delivering business 
value to its customers at a fast pace. Digital insurance is 
the central theme in the coming years and eBaoTech is 
well positioned to be a global leading partner for 
insurance industry to move to the digital age.

Challenges

Sahi Pro powers 
Test Automation of 

eBaoTech’s Digital
Insurance Platform
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Solution
The test automation team at eBaoTech-Collaborus 
is going through the evolution process whereby 
they are picking up the test automation knowledge 
in addition to their daily manual testing work. 
Unlike the traditional team structure which has 
separate automation and manual testing teams, 
eBaoTech-Collaborus works on a pool concept. 
Herein, all QA (Quality Assurance) team members 
are trained to be excellent and expert in every 
testing domain.

eBaoTech-Collaborus has used Sahi Pro for testing 
of multiple web applications of di�erent products 
developed in JAVA-J2EE, Spring, Hibernate, JSP, 
JSF, HTML, Ajax, Apache Wicket, MySQL. The 
company has also used Sahi Pro with supported 
tools, including Jenkins and SVN.

Benefits
After automation using Sahi Pro, the regression test 
execution completes in approximately 1 Person 
Day, an e�ort savings of more than 85%. Constant 
interaction with the Sahi Pro support team with 
respect to new releases translated into using the 
new functionality on improved automation 
frameworks.

Additional bene�ts provided by Sahi Pro to 
eBaoTech-Collaborus are as follows:

It is easy to learn and use by the QA team, as it 
does not need any advanced programming 
background

It provides enough con�dence on performance 
testing as well

It integrates with Di�PDF and provides help in 
comparing the PDF result �les which is a very 
critical test in the Insurance industry

It has ability to do cross-browser testing

It has ability to playback multiple scripts 
simultaneously

Sahi Pro has e�ective Reporting dashboard 

‘’Sahi Pro creates win-win situation 
for employee as well as employer 
where manual testers skill 
enhancement provides better job 
satisfaction to employee and 
employer gets the bene�ts of 
employee retention, automation 
and load testing.”
Rahul Agarwal, 
Manager Testing, 
Automation & QA, 
eBaoTech-Collaborus

Sahi Pro, the flagship product of Tyto Software, 
with its simplicity and power, increases the 
e�ciency and productivity of Quality Assurance 
and Testing teams in their web test automation 
process. Its features like good recorder, 
automatic waits, inbuilt frameworks, and 
automatic reporting reduces the team’s 
technical expertise required, ensuring faster 
delivery cycles, especially in agile environments.

Headquartered in Bangalore,  India, Tyto 
Software has helped more than 400 enterprise 
customers across diverse industry verticals 
including Banking and Financial Services, 
Healthcare, Education, IT Services, IT Products, 
Retail, Media & Entertainment, Telecom and 
Government.
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